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A Dress with Pockets
Lily Murray and Jenny Lovlie 4+

Lucy and Aunt Augusta are dress shopping. And, 
at the Fabulous Fashion Store, there are dresses 
to suit just about everyone. There are fancy 
dresses, frilly dresses, stripy dresses, silly dresses, 
sun dresses, fun dresses, blue dresses, green... 
but Lucy doesn't care about frills or lace. She 
wants a dress WITH POCKETS. 

A lighthearted story with a that celebrates the joy 
of pockets, and how they can unleash the 
inquisitive, adventurous spirit of all young 
children.

The Big Book of Blue
Yuval Zommer 5+

Why do octopuses have eight arms?

Why do crabs run sideways?

Are jellyfish made of jelly?

Yuval Zommer’s beautiful new book 

provides the answers to these and many 

more fishy questions. His wonderfully 

quirky illustrations show off all kinds of 

slippery, shimmery and surprising sea 

creatures, including sea turtles, whales, 

sharks, rays and seahorses.

A Day in the Life of a Poo, a Gnu and You
Mike Barfield and Jess Bradley 6+

If you've ever wanted to know what a panda does 
all day long, how your heart manages to shift all 
that blood around your body or what makes a 
rainbow shine, you've come to the right book.

A Day in the Life of a Poo, a Gnu and You features 
the answers to all of these questions and many 
more, all told in a super-fun comic book format in 
three sections: Human Body, Animal Kingdom and 
Earth and Science. A Day in the Life... is packed 
with facts, laughs and amazing illustrations you can 
dive into all day long.
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Hotel Flamingo series
Alex Milway 6+

When young Anna inherits a dilapidated once-grand 
hotel from her Great Aunt Mathilde, she's 
determined to restore it to its former glory. But this 
is no ordinary hotel - all of her staff and guests are 
animals! Anna soon rises to the challenge. Whether 
it's a flamingo, a penguin or a hippo knocking at the 
door, Anna is ready to welcome them all - with the 
help of her trusty sidekicks T Bear the doorman, 
Squeak the friendly mouse elevator, and Lemmy the 
lemur receptionist ... As she soon finds out, though, 
running an animal hotel is no easy task. Can Anna 
make Hotel Flamingo a success once more?

The Nothing to See Here Hotel
Steven Butler 7+

Welcome to The Nothing to See Here Hotel! A hotel 
for magical creatures, where weird is normal 
for Frankie Banister and his parents who run the hotel.

When a goblin messenger arrives at The Nothing to See 
Here Hotel, announcing the imminent arrival of the 
goblin prince Grogbah, Frankie and his family rush into 
action to get ready for their important guest. But it 
soon becomes obvious that the Banister family are 
going to have their work cut out with the demanding 
prince and his never-ending entourage, especially 
when it turns out the rude little prince is hiding a 
secret...

Boot: Small Robot, Big Adventure
Shane Hegarty 7+

Boot is a toy who wakes up in a junkyard with 
only two and a half memories. Confused, he sets 
off to find his owner Beth, but immediately finds 
himself in danger as Flint, the junkyard keeper, 
attempts to destroy him. Boot makes a narrow 
escape but the world is not as he remembers, as 
robots everywhere appear hypnotised and 

strange.
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Where the Mountain Meets the Moon
Grace Lin 8+

In the valley of Fruitless Mountain, a young girl 
named Minli spends her days working hard in 
the fields and her nights listening to her father 
spin fantastic tales about the Jade Dragon and 
the Old Man of the Moon. Minli's mother, tired 
of their poor life, chides him for filling her head 
with nonsense. But Minli believes these 
enchanting stories and embarks on an 
extraordinary journey to find the Old Man of 
the Moon and ask him how her family can 
change their fortune. She encounters an 
assorted cast of characters and magical 
creatures along the way, including a dragon 
who accompanies her on her quest..

The Aquanaut
Dan Santat 8+

Dive in to this whimsically adventurous graphic 
novel by from Caldecott Medalist Dan Santat!.

Ever since her father was lost at sea, Sophia 
has been moping around Aqualand, the marine 
theme park her dad and uncle created. But 
Sophia's world is turned upside down when an 
"aquanaut" breaks into the park's research lab.

The Boy Whose Wishes Came True
Helen Rutter 9+

Archie Crumb doesn’t have much luck. His 
father prefers his new family, and he lives 
with his mother who is severely depressed, 
meaning he has to fend for himself. Life is 
tough, until the most unlikely fairy godfather 
ever, Archie’s favourite footballer, turns up 
and gives him nine wishes that really seem 
to come true.
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The Lion Above the Door
Onjali Q Rauf 9+

On a class trip to a nearby cathedral, Leo's attention is 
drawn to a large marble slab high above the doors of the 
hall. Right there, bang in the middle of a list of war 
heroes, Leo finds himself staring at something 
incredible: his own name.

Desperate to know who this other Leo was, the two 
friends embark on a search. And together, they begin to 
uncover missing stories from the past, ones which they 
are determined to put back into their rightful place in 
the pages of history.

The Night Diary
Veera Hiranandani 9+

It's 1947, and India, newly independent of British rule, 
has been separated into two countries: Pakistan and 
India. The divide has created much tension between 
Hindus and Muslims, and hundreds of thousands are 
killed crossing borders.

Half-Muslim, half-Hindu twelve-year-old Nisha doesn't 
know where she belongs, or what her country is 
anymore. When Papa decides it's too dangerous to stay 
in what is now Pakistan, Nisha and her family become 
refugees and embark first by train but later on foot to 

reach her new home.

The Middler
Kirsty Applebaum 9+

Maggie lives in orderly Fennis Wick, protected from the 
outside world by a boundary. Her brother Jed is an 
eldest, revered and special, a hero who will soon go off 
to fight in the war. But Maggie’s just a middle child, a 
middler, often invisible and ignored, even by her own 
family.

When she chances upon a wanderer girl in hiding, she 
decides she wants to be a hero like her brother and 
sets out to capture the intruder. But once Maggie 
peeks past the hedges of the boundary for the first 
time, suddenly everything she’s ever known about her 
isolated town gets turned on its head. . .
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Onjali Q. Rauf

Onjali Q. Raúf is an award winning and best selling children’s author and 
activist. Her books are especially noteworthy for helping the children of 
today understand and deal with a range of issues in a narrative that they 
can relate to in an engaging way. 

Onjali is the founder of Making Herstory, an organisation that mobilises 
men, women, and children to work together to create a fairer and more 
equal world for women and girls everywhere. She is also the founder 
of O’s Refugee Aid Team, an organisation that provides support frontline 
refugee response teams in France and Greece.  

https://makingherstory.org.uk/
https://www.osrefugeeaidteam.org/

